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In this article you will discover the five steps that every computer user should implement to
prevent cyber crime attacks. These days the cyber world is becoming bigger and bigger with
rapidly growing number of businesses and individuals using internet as a business place.
Naturally, cyber criminals target computers with low antivirus internet security and commit their
criminal activities.

However, there are guidelines that need to be followed in order to secure your computer from
internet security attacks:

Back-up Data - Savvy computer users are aware of the importance of keeping their data safe
and away from internet security attacks and regularly perform back ups. You can back up your
data on an external data storage device such is CD, memory stick or external hard drive. The
device you use will depend on the data size. The overall idea is that if anything happens to your
primary data, you can always retrieve them from somewhere.

File sharing- Another very important thing to be avoided is files with strangers. This makes your
computer internet security vulnerable as the files form other computer users may contain
malicious infections that without a good anti-virus internet security can potentially destroy your
computer or steal sensitive information. Make sure you turn off and disable file-sharing if it is not
needed.

Disconnecting from the Internet- It is additional prevention so whenever you internet is not in
use just simply disconnect form internet. It lessens the possibility of cyber criminals passing
your internet security.

Update security patches- Computer programs sometimes contain bugs that can be an entrance
to your computer for any malicious person to attack and potentially harm your computer.
Therefore, it is very important to regularly update your security patches and increase.

Maintain up to date antivirus software firewall- Good antivirus software and firewall are crucial
components of your arsenal to increase internet security that will protect your computer from
attacks. Make sure to keep your anti-virus program and firewall up to date.
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You can come across quite a few kinds of internet security programs around you. But which one
to pick in particular is actually a big problem. So precisely what are the key points to note when
picking an internet security program is also another question that comes to our head? Given
below are a few most essential features that should be found in an internet security software so
that you can have a maximum safeguard in the internet world.

1. Really should have a Two Way Firewall Feature.

Yes a Two Way firewall is really necessary now a days. Why?, mainly because nowadays an
average firewall is capable of doing nothing. Hackers can easily break the defense and clean up
your PC if its an average firewall. Thus now what is a Two-Way firewall? The answer is, its like
a regular firewall along with two way filter. First the data is checked one by one for any
suspicious stuff and it checks whether the new data is trying to make any unexpected
connections among your PC and another Computer. In the event it finds something similar to
that, it terminates the connection, So the chance of becoming hacked is actually decreased by
99% with the Two-Way firewall feature. So be always sure to check about the Two Way firewall
feature if you are purchasing an Internet security suit..

2. Safe Browsing Feature.

Be sure that the Internet security program that you are planning to purchase offers safe
browsing protection. Safe browsing indicates, filtering web sites that have unnecessary
suspicious scripts. For an example, If you search by typing "new PlayStation portable Game
titles" on the search engine, your internet security software will filter dangerous web pages on
search results by showing as "Harm Full Content", together with the search listing. This feature
at the same time scans all external hyperlinks. And in-case it finds anything unwanted, it
disables the harmful hyperlinks hence perhaps by mistakenly you click it, you're still protected.

3. Anti-Phishing Feature.

There are many phishing sites made in order to steal your Identity. In case your internet security
software program can't block phishing web pages then you can be an easy victim of identity
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robbers. Exactly what is a Phishing web site? Phishing web sites signifies, a web site that looks
similar to another web site, however it is designed to steal your details. For an example, you
typed bstbuy.com without the letter "e". You do not realize whether you typed it correctly or not,
although the web page that came up looks 100% identical to "bestbuy.com". You found the
product which you were searching for and now you intend to buy it. After that you type in your
credit card details and the rest which is going to happen is...Therefore to prevent this kind of
theft, it's important that the internet security software you're ready to purchase includes an
Anti-Phishing filter.
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